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Abstract

The motivation for this thesis is that Ericsson wants to start using open standards and platf
for controlling their AXE telephony exchanges out on the field. Up until now Ericsson has b
their AXE communication on signals, and not any standard protocol. The idea for this thesi
first to investigate what informations regarding operations and maintenance are transferred
and forth between a central and the exchanges out on the field. From these informations m
the necessary data for operations and maintenance can be extracted and put into quite sim
numerous objects that model the variables and tables in an exchange. T hese objects will t
put in a MIB (Management Information Base). Then simulation is made by the use of softw
that simulates the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) protocol with a manager
managed agents.

Introduction

The motivation for this thesis is that Ericsson wants to start using open standards and platfor
which the IP-family is a part and widely spread. With the complexity that the future holds for
telecommunication business Ericsson believes they can not hold on to their own standards
eternity. A big reason for Ericsson’s success in the area is that the AXE exchanges are bui
modularity, which makes it relatively easy to add or remove functionality in them. In the deve
ment of new hardware/software Ericsson also ensures that it is back compatible.

An Ericsson AXE exchange system is simplifiedly divided into two major parts: a CP (Centr
Processor) and RPs (Regional Processors). There are many types of RPs and fewer types
An exchange out on the field is built with a subset of the total number of RPs that are availa
depending on what type of exchange it is (wired telephone, gsm, umts etc.), and the excha
managed by a CP through signaling. Those signals (thousands in total) have been develop
Ericsson over the years and now the signals are collected in a database where they each a
described byte for byte.

Each RP has software which is also divided into two major parts: the APT (telephony applica
part) and the APZ (maintenance and operations part). For this thesis it is the APZ part that
interest. The APZ can contain up to 16 blocks, i.e. programs, that deal with things such as 
management, communication supervision, error handling etc. The operating system of an R
also considered as a part of the APZ, i.e. the operating system is a block in the APZ. The o
ing system supervises all other blocks in the RP, both APZ and APT blocks.

This thesis will first be focused at the signalling between the CP and RPs. However, somet
sidesteps are done to look at the communication between different RP blocks and also som
then look at raw program code to determine which block is/should be responsible for the dat
resentation. This can sometimes be hard to determine from the outside just by looking at th
nalling between the CP and RPs, because there can sometimes be interactions between d
blocks which are not visible by only looking on the direct signalling between a CP and RP bl
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Since the AXE system is based in CPs and RPs which interact as managers and agents it is
to look at the SNMP protocol, which is the most spread protocol for network management a
also a part of the open standard IP-family. An SNMP manager uses a model of the agents it
trolling by using a predefined database from which the SNMP manager can fetch and set n
sary variables in the controlled agents. The database is called a MIB (Management Inform
Base), which is stored in the manager. The MIB models the data and variables that are availa
the agent(s).

A MIB is built like a hierarchical tree which eventually branches out into leaves. Each leaf m
out one object where each object can consist of one simple variable or reference sequence
other objects to make out tables. In the objects there are also definitions of access rights, c
status and also a textual description of what the variable in the object is supposed to repre
MIB at least consists of the standard MIB [4] which is necessary for the underlying layers o
IP stack for communication etc. It is then possible for for example enterprises to extend the
tree and add their own objects in a dedicated enterprise branch to model their own agents.

Background

There was also an investigations team in 1998 that looked on in what direction to aim for th
future when it comes to dealing the management of stand alone platforms[4]. This report s
gested that TCP/IP suite should be looked at, such as SNMP, telnet, TFTP etc.

At Ericsson no work has really been done before on the RP blocks on which this report will fo
Some work on modeling other RP blocks using MIBs has been done before though [2]. That
implemented a few MIB objects in a Regional Processor with Group switch interface (RPG
mainly to see how hardware and software would respond.

As a main source of theory a book by William Stallings [1] has been used and some RFCs
[7][8][9] as complement to that book.

The reader of this report should have a general understanding of networking and the TCP/IP
The report will briefly explain the SNMP/MIB/ASN.1 protocols and languages, but the read
should have some prior knowledge of the underlaying TCP/IP stack to be able to assimilate
this thesis.
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The chapters concerning SNMP, SNMPv2, MIB, MIBII and ASN.1. Where ASN.1
(Abstract Syntax Notation one) is the formal language in which a MIB is defined. T
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